WILDER WORDS
FACULTY READINGS AT 24PEARLSTREET

PLEASE JOIN US JUNE 3RD AT 6PM
FOR “WILDER WORDS” – THE WORK CENTER’S NEW
SEASONAL READING SERIES CELEBRATING 24PEARLSTREET’S
SPRING FACULTY WITH NEW BOOKS

Hosted by JENNIFER JEAN – poet and 24PearlStreet Program Manager

FEATURING

KIM ADDONIZIO

Kim Addonizio is the award-winning author of over a dozen books of poetry and prose. Her most recent poetry collection is Now We’re Getting Somewhere (W.W. Norton).

ELISSA ALTMAN

Elissa Altman is the award-winning food writer and author of three memoirs including Treyf (Berkeley), Poor Man’s Feast (Berkeley), as well as her latest: Motherland (Ballantine).

NICKOLE BROWN

Nickole Brown is the co-author of Write It! 100 Poetry Prompts to Inspire (Penguin). As well, she’s written several collections and chapbooks including The Donkey Elegies (Sibling Rivalry Press).

PETER CAMPION

Peter Campion is the award-winning author of four collections of poetry as well as a book on poetic craft. His latest collection is One Summer Evening at the Falls (Univ. of Chicago).

TYLER MILLS

Tyler Mills is an award-winning, prolific, poet, essayist, and visual artist. She’s written several collections, including her latest – a collaborative work: Low Budget Movie (Diode).

JENNIFER JEAN

Jennifer Jean’s new poetry collection is Object Lesson (Lily Books). She is also the author of The Fool (Big Table) and is the new manager of 24PearlStreet, the Work Center’s online writing program.

REGISTER NOW
FREE & OPEN TO ALL! SPACE IS LIMITED, PLEASE CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

FINE ARTS WORK CENTER IN PROVINCETOWN
24 Pearl Street Provincetown, MA 02657 508.487.9960
CREATIVITY THRIVES HERE
FAWC.ORG

FACEBOOK - facebook.com/fineartsworkcenter
INSTAGRAM - instagram.com/fineartsworkcenter
TWITTER - twitter.com/FineArtsProv
FELLOWSHIP INSTAGRAM - instagram.com/fawcfellowship